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Abstract 

This paper reports on a corpus-based description of predicative nouns in a register-

diversified financial corpus. Structural linguistics (Chomsky 1981) and register 

analysis (Biber & Conrad 2009) are the theoretical backgrounds of this research. As 

predicative noun, we define a noun derived from a verb, an adjective or a noun that 

occurs in support verb constructions (Gross 1981).  

 In order to identify the predicative nouns occurring in a Modern Greek financial 

corpus we applied a. five Lexicon-Grammar tables containing predicative nouns, 

along with their distributional and transformational properties (Tziafa 2012); b. 122 

finite state automata (Ioannidou 2013), representing noun phrases.  
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1. Introduction 

The current research deals with the description of predicative nouns in a Modern 

Greek financial corpus
1
. Initially, the objectives of the current research will be 

presented, along with the theoretical and methodological framework adopted, the 

linguistic resources created, which are the Modern Greek financial corpus, the 

Lexicon-Grammar tables and the finite state automata. Furthermore, we will present 

the results obtained and we will discuss on the conclusions we came up with as well 

as on the perspectives that we will endeavor to fulfill through future research. 

 The main objective of our research was the corpus-based description of predicative 

nouns in a register-diversified financial corpus. For that reason we divided the 

financial corpus in four sub-corpora according to their register, in order to study the 

                                                           
1
 It pertains to the field of Natural Language Processing and it is part of the research activities of the 

Laboratory of Translation and Language Processing, at the School of French Language and Literature, 

in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (http://www.frl.auth.gr/index.php/gr/structure-

gr/laboratories-gr/laboratory-translation-speech-gr). The Laboratory of Translation and Language 

Processing is a member of RELEX, a network of laboratories in the domain of computational 

linguistics. 
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frequency of use of predicative nouns in each sub-corpus. Therefore, the results of our 

research could be useful in enhancing learning of Modern Greek as a foreign/second 

language in special interested groups. Also, we studied the context of predicative 

nouns using electronic linguistic resources. 

 In order to formalise the linguistic data
2
, we were based on the syntactic 

framework of the Transformational Grammar as defined by Chomsky (1981). For the 

description of predicative nouns we have adopted the methodology framework 

developed by Gross (1981) and Giry-Schneider (1978). For the analysis of the corpus 

in registers, we were based on Biber & Conrad (2009). As it concerns the 

representation of our description we have used the finite state automata as they are 

proposed by Silberztein (1993) and Roche (1992). The creation of the finite state 

automata, the corpus processing as well as the concordances, were produced by means 

of Unitex, a corpus processing system based on automata oriented technology, 

developed by Paumier (2003).  

 It has to be mentioned that there is no measurement test on the implementation part 

of our research. Nevertheless, we intend to use in forthcoming research two basic 

evaluation measures: precision and recall. 

 

2. Predicative nouns 

As regards predicative nouns, we relied on the work conducted at the Documentary 

and Linguistic Automation Laboratory in Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée
3
, for French 

language and also the research conducted for Greek by Fotopoulou (1989), Moustaki 

(1995), Sklavounou (1994), Lamprou (1997), Kyriacopoulou & Sfetsiou (2002), 

Sfetsiou (2007), Fista & Kyriacopoulou (2009). In support verbs constructions, 

predicative nouns are considered as the core part of the phrase, selecting their own 

complements. Their function is that of a predicate. Their combination with the verb 

indicates an action (e.g. θάλω επίζεζε, make an assault), semantically defined by the 

predicative noun (e.g. επίζεζε, assault) and is placed in a timeline with the help of the 

verbal element (e.g. θάλω, make, έθαλα, made, etc.). The notion of support verb 

initially appeared in Jespersen (1965), and in the publications of the Documentary and 

                                                           
2
 Part of this research has been co-financed by the European Union (European Social Fund – ESF) and 

Greek national funds through the Operational Program “Education and Lifelong Learning” – “Investing 

in knowledge society” of the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) 2007-2013 (Research 

Funding Program: Heraclitus II. Investing in knowledge society through the European Social Fund). 
3
 http://infolingu.univ-mlv.fr/ 
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Linguistic Automation Laboratory, by Daladier (1978) and Giry-Schneider (1978). It 

was further developed by Gross (1981). 

 The undermentioned types of structures, illustrated in square brackets, occur, in 

large-scale frequency, among predicative nouns: 

(i) Npred [N Ngen] 

(1) [Αύμεζε κεηνρηθνύ θεθαιαίνπ] ηνπ Ιαζώ General 

 ([Increase of capital] of Iaso General) (Literal translation) 

(ii) Npred [N Prep Nacc]  

(2) [Αύμεζε ζην κεηνρηθό θεθάιαην] ηνπ Ιαζώ General 

 ([Increase in the capital] of Iaso General) (Literal translation) 

(iii) Npred [Abbr] 

(3) [ΑΜΚ] ηνπ Ιαζώ General 

 (Capital increase of Iaso General) 

 In the first example, there is a predicative noun in the form of a compound word 

ʻαύμεζε κεηνρηθνύ θεθαιαίνπʼ (increase of capital). In the second example there is a 

prepositional variation of the same predicative noun ʻαύμεζε ζην κεηνρηθό θεθάιαηνʼ 

(increase in the capital). In the third one, the predicative noun is used as an 

abbreviation (ΑΜΚ, capital increase).  

 

2.1 Linguistic resources and frequency study 

In the framework of our research we have created a Modern Greek financial corpus 

consisting of almost 19,000,000 running words (Tziafa 2012), which we compared to 

a reference corpus of general discourse comprising 4,500,000 running words. Also, 

we used a morphological dictionary of 2,000,000 flectional forms of general 

discourse, elaborated by the Laboratory of Translation and Language Processing and 

we created a morphological dictionary of 72,017 flectional forms of financial terms.  

 The Modern Greek financial corpus used is specialised, monolingual and 

synchronic; it consists of four sub-corpora. The first sub-corpus comprises posts in 

public discussions with Stock Market as subject (web business discourse). The second 

sub-corpus concerns journalistic articles in printed or electronic form (journalistic 

discourse). The third sub-corpus consists of press releases, annual reports of the 

Athens Stock Exchange and official documents (official business discourse) and the 
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fourth one comprises academic texts (academic discourse). The overall corpus covers 

the time period from 1999 to 2010. The corpus structure and registers are illustrated in 

the following table: 

 

Sub-corpora Source Time Period Number of Texts Words 

A. Posts in public 

discussions with 

Stock Market as 

subject  

Internet fora 

(http://www. 

neoforum.gr 

http://www. 

capital.gr)  

2009-2010  

2009-2010  

46,912 posts 4,459,377  

B. Journalistic 

articles, in printed 

or electronic form  

Financial 

newspapers  

Stock Market web-

pages  

1999–2000  

2000-2010  

12,407 articles  5,114,460  

C. Press Releases, 

Annual Reports of 

the Athens Stock 

Exchange, official 

documents  

Web-page of the 

Athens Stock 

Exchange 

(http://www.ase.gr)  

2000-2010  18,199 press 

releases,  

21 annual reports,  

47 documents  

5,663,526  

D. Academic texts  Lecture notes, 

dissertations and 

articles  

2002-2010  350 texts 3,567,942  

Total  18,805,305  

Table 1. Corpus structure and registers 

 

 We studied the importance of predicative nouns in the Modern Greek financial 

corpus and we found out that there is a clear preference to predicative nouns versus 

verbs of the same root and meaning in all sub-corpora. For example, the predicative 

nouns ʻsecuritisationʼ and „dematerialisation‟ are used more frequently than the verbs 

ʻsecuritiseʼ and ʻdematerialiseʼ. It is worth mentioning that the Greek terms 

ʻηηηινπνίεζεʼ and ʻκεηνρνπνίεζεʼ are synonymous in English (meaning 

ʻsecuritisationʼ).  

 Furthermore, we studied the importance of predicative nouns in Modern Greek 

financial corpus compared to a reference corpus of general discourse. The predicative 

nouns are used in a significantly higher frequency in the financial corpus. In parallel, 

we studied the frequency of predicative nouns across registers. The results show that 

predicative nouns prevail in press releases, followed by journalistic texts, computer 

mediated communication and academic texts.  
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 In the following diagrams it is possible to make observations about the frequency 

and importance of the predicative nouns in the financial corpus used in the framework 

of this research. 

 

 

 

Diagrams 1 & 2. Frequencies of predicative nouns  

in the Modern Greek financial corpus 

 

 As it concerns the frequency of structures, the results show that the structure 

consisting of a predicative noun and a noun in genitive prevail in official documents, 

in journalistic and academic texts. On the contrary, the most frequent structure in 

computer mediated communication is the predicative noun followed by a determiner 

and a noun in genitive.  
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2.2 Lexicon-Grammar tables for predicative nouns 

As for the description of predicative nouns, we were based on the methodology 

framework proposed by Gross (1981). More precisely, Gross (1975) proposed the 

creation of syntactic and semantic lexicons of predicates that have the form of 

matrices and are called Lexicon-Grammar tables. These tables constitute an extremely 

rich and exploitable linguistic resource, as they contain a set of syntactic and semantic 

properties, which are studied individually for each predicate.  

 In figure 1, follows an extract of a Lexicon-Grammar table of predicative nouns:  

 

Figure 1. Extract of the Lexicon-Grammar table for Npred + Prep + N1 (VSNAN)  

in Modern Greek 

 

 As we can observe, in the column I, titled ʻNpredʼ, we inventoried predicative nouns 

registered in the Npred + Prep + N1 table. Columns A to C describe the semantic 

features that concern the subject (N0). For instance, the property ʻN0 =: Nhumʼ refers to 

the semantic feature ʻhumanʼ characterising the subject. Columns D to H refer to the 

presence and the structure of elements determining the subject (Det). Columns S to 

AA describe support verb constructions in which predicative nouns can be found. 

In the intersection of a property (column) and an entry of predicative noun (line), 

the symbol ʻ+ʼ means that this property concerns this predicative noun, whereas the 

symbol ʻ–ʼ means that the predicative noun is not characterised by this property. Let 
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be the two first cells (first line) of the Lexicon-Grammar table in figure one. 

According to the description provided, the predicative noun „νλνκαζηηθνπνίεζε‟ 

(share registration) accepts a „human subject‟ (N0 =: Nhum) and not a „non-human 

subject‟ (N0 =: N-hum). For example:  

(4) [Οη κέηνρνη] [N0 =: Nhum] έθαλαλ ηελ νλνκαζηηθνπνίεζε ηωλ κεηνρώλ ηνπο 

 [The shareholders] [N0 =: Nhum] made the share registration 

 (Literal translation) 

 [The shareholders] [N0 =: Nhum] registered the company's shares 

 

(5) * [Τν ζπκβόιαην] [N0 =: N-hum] έθαλε ηελ νλνκαζηηθνπνίεζε ηωλ κεηνρώλ ηνπο 

 [The contract] [N0 =: N-hum] registered the company's shares 

 In order to study the predicative nouns, we constructed 5 Lexicon-Grammar tables 

–in accordance with the theoretical and methodological approach we adopted– with 

244 predicative nouns that combine with 311 verbs besides ʻθάλωʼ (do/make) and 

ʻέρωʼ (have). The tables include information about the subject (N0) and object 

complements (N1 and/or N2) of the predicative nouns constructions, their alternative 

forms, their combination with numbers, their transformations, and their combination 

with verbs; also, examples from the corpus are included. More precisely, we created 

the following Lexicon-Grammar tables: 

(i) Table VSN: N0 + Vsup + Npred 

(5) Η κεηνρή έθαλε limit up  

 (The share hit limit up) 

 The table VSN contains 31 predicative nouns. The predicative nouns in this table 

are not combined with any complements (N1 and/or N2). In most cases, they are not 

combined with any determiner.  

(ii) Table VSNAN: N0 + Vsup Npred ζε (=at, to) Ν1 or N0 + Vsup Npred Ν1gen 

(6) Η ηξάπεδα έθαλε κείωζε ζηα επηηόθηα  

 (The bank decreased the interest rates) 

 The VSNAN table consists of 115 predicative nouns. In this table, the object 

complements that follows the predicative nouns are introduced by a preposition (Prep 

N1), or they appear in genitive case (Ν1gen). The preposition is usually ʻζεʼ (at), but 

also ʻπξνοʼ (to) and ʻγηαʼ (for). It has to be mentioned that N1 is usually an abstract 
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noun in genitive case. As for prepositional object complements (Prep N1), they are 

usually combined with numbers or percentages (e.g. ε ηξάπεδα έθαλε κείωζε ζηα 

επηηόθηα ηεο ηάμεο ηνπ 1%, the bank decreased the interest rates by 1%). The 

complement is never a subordinate clause. 

(iii) Table VSNDNAN: N0 + Vsup Npred N1gen ζε (to) N2  

(7) Τν ρξεκαηηζηήξην πξνρώξεζε ζηε κεηαηξνπή ηεο εηαηξίαο ζε ακνηβαίν 

θεθάιαην  

 (The stock market went on to transform the company into a mutual fun) 

 69 predicative nouns have been registered in the VSNDNAN table. In this table, 

besides N1, there is also a second complement (N2), introduced with the preposition 

ʻζεʼ (to). N1 is mostly in genitive case and semantically it is something measurable 

(Nvaleur), while the semantic characteristic of N2 is that of ʻnon-humanʼ (N-hum) or 

ʻlocationʼ (Nlieu). 

(iv) Table VSNNDEN: N0 + Vsup Npred N1 από (from) N2 

(8) Ο Όκηινο X πξνέβε ζηε δηαγξαθή ηωλ κεηνρώλ ηεο από ην ρξεκαηηζηήξην 

 (Group X had its shares delisted from the stock market) 

 11 predicative nouns are noted down in the VSNNDEN table. The complements of 

the predicative nouns in this table are also two, as in the previous table, but in this 

case the second complement is introduced with a different preposition, ʻαπόʼ (from), 

while N1 is in genitive case or introduced with another preposition. A new table was 

created, because the different preposition used in these structures leads to completely 

different transformations. 

(v) Table VSNPN: Ν0 + Vsup + Npred με (with) Ν1 ― N0 + N1 + Vsup + Npred, 

(symmetrical structures)  

(9) Η Εηαηξεία πξνρώξεζε ζε ζπκθωλία κε ηελ Cogetech  

 (The Company conducted a deal with Cogetech)  

18 predicative nouns are registered in the table VSNPN. The syntactic structures 

described in this table are defined as symmetrical (Pantazara 2003), because the kind 

of action described is impossible without the cooperation of a second agent (Giry-

Schneider 1987). The symmetric structure expresses a binary relationship, but “its two 

arguments have necessarily identical participation in any event described by the 

predicate” (Dimitriadis 2008: 329). 
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2.3 Parameterised finite state automata 

In order to exploit all information registered in a Lexicon-Grammar table, we created 

a parameterised finite state automaton (Paumier 2003) for each table. By the term 

finite state automata, or graphs, we mean electronic grammars that are used to 

represent linguistic phenomena (Gross 1993; Sklavounou 1995; Roche & Schabès 

1997). By the term parameterised finite state automata we mean meta-graphs that 

allow us to convert tables into graphs. That is, parameterised graphs generate 

automatically a group of graphs, according to the information contained in Lexicon-

Grammar tables.  

 More precisely, parameterised graphs are constructed manually and describe, by 

means of paths, all possible constructions of one table. Each column of the table (that 

is, each distributional and transformational property) is referred to as variable 

(parameter). For each line of the table (predicate), the parameterised graph creates one 

graph, the paths of which depend on the presence of the symbol ʻ+ʼ, or the symbol ʻ–ʼ 

of each property. The symbol ʻ+ʼ allows the creation of the correspondent path, 

whereas the symbol ʻ–ʼ eliminates the path.  

The following image corresponds to a parameterised automaton created for the 

table VSNAN. 

 

Figure 2. Extract of the parameterised automaton for the table VSNAN  

in Modern Greek 
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2.4 Finite state automata 

As described above, a parameterised finite state automaton allows the application of 

all syntactic and semantic information contained in the Lexicon-Grammar tables to 

corpora. According to the adopted methodological framework (cf. 1. Introduction), 

this information concerns all transformational and distributional properties of the 

registered predicates; that is, in our case predicative nouns. For instance, by applying 

a parameterised automaton, we recognise the following structures:  

(10) Οη επελδπηέο πξνρώξεζαλ ρζεο ζε αλαδηάξζξωζε ηωλ ραξηνθπιαθίωλ ηνπο 

 The investors proceeded yesterday to the portfolios' restructuring  

(11) Έγηλε ρζεο αλαδηάξζξωζε ηωλ ραξηνθπιαθίωλ από ηνπο επελδπηέο 

 The portfolios' restructuring was completed by the investors yesterday 

Nevertheless, a parameterised automaton fails to recognise a great number of 

sentences, due to the complex structure of their arguments (Voskaki 2011). For 

example the argument 'ηνπ ρξένπο ηεο εηαηξείαο' (the company's debt) is composed of 

two nouns in genitive case: 

(12) (Έγηλε) αλαδηάξζωζε ηνπ ρξένπο ηεο εηαηξείαο 

 Restructuring of the company‟s debt (was done) 

Hence, we enriched this parameterised automaton with a set of electronic 

grammars (finite state automata) that recognise complex structures of noun phrases 

(Ioannidou 2013).  

The difference between the parameterised finite state automaton and the set of 

smaller finite state automata is that the former is performing syntactic analysis, 

whereas the latter performs chunking
4
. In other words, the parameterised finite state 

automaton focuses on the description of the structural rules that concern the 

composition of phrases (in our case predicative nouns and their arguments), whereas 

the set of finite state automata is applied locally and recognises complex structures of 

phrases, regardless of their syntactic position. 

The set of finite state automata consists of 122 electronic local grammars, every 

one of which corresponds to a different structure. The great number of grammars 

                                                           
4
 By chunking or „shallow/light parsing‟ we mean the segmentation of a sentence into groups of words 

(noun phrases, verb phrases etc.), without recognising their syntactic role in the main sentence (Abney 

1991; Ramshaw & Marcus 1995; Stamatatos, Fakotakis & Kokkinakis 2000; Bai et al. 2006; Blanc, 

Constant & Watrin 2007a, b; Antoine, Mokrane & Friburger 2008; Mokrane, Antoine & Friburger 

2008. 
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recognising noun phrases can be explained by the existence of several morphological 

features characterising a noun phrase (in terms of case, gender and number). These 

features concern most of the constituents of a noun phrase (determiner, adjective, 

noun etc.) and, as a result, during automatic processing, the words of the noun phrase 

are tagged with all different combinations of features. In Natural Language 

Processing, when at least two morphological features of the same kind (e.g. 

nominative and accusative case) are attributed to the same word, then this word is 

called morphologically ambiguous (Courtois 1996; Gross 2001; Kyriacopoulou 2005). 

An example follows of a predicative noun and its object, with all morphological 

ambiguities: 

(13) Εηζαγωγή [N:Nfs/N:Afs] πνιιώλ [A:Gmp/A:Gfp/A:Gnp] ηίηιωλ [N:Gmp]
5
 

 Listing of many shares 

In order to overcome this difficulty, we decided to describe in detail all different 

combinations of features of the constituents of noun phrases. Hence, we assured 

agreement in gender, case and number, eliminating as many morphological 

ambiguities as possible, based on the context, as proposed by Koskenniemi (1990), 

Roche (1992) and Laporte (2001). In the following image, we can see a finite state 

automaton describing a masculine noun phrase in accusative case of singular. This 

combination of morphological features is indicated by the letters „Ams‟ („A‟ for 

accusative, „m‟ for masculine and „s‟ for singular) in every node.  

Figure 3. Finite state automaton recognising masculine noun phrases  

in accusative case 

                                                           
5
 „N‟ stands for „noun‟; „Nfs‟ for „Nominative, feminine singular‟; „Afs‟ for „Accusative, feminine, 

singular; „A‟ for „adjective‟; „Gmp‟ for „Genitive, masculine, plural‟; „Gfp‟ for „Genitive, masculine, 

plural‟; „Gnp‟ for „Genitive, neuter, plural‟. 
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By applying it on the corpus, we obtain the following result, where some of the 

morphological ambiguities presented in the example (13) are eliminated. More 

precisely, „πνιιώλ‟ is correctly recognised only as „masculine‟: 

(14) Εηζαγωγή [N:Nfs/N:Afs] πνιιώλ [A:Gmp] ηίηιωλ [N:Gmp] 

 Listing of many shares 

Moreover, apart from detailed information as morphology is concerned, we also 

described complex structures of noun phrases. More precisely, we recognised 

maximal-length noun phrases, that is, noun phrases modified by other smaller noun 

phrases, called „base noun phrases‟ (Ramshaw & Marcus 1995; Tjong Kim Sang 

2000; Bai et al. 2006). The following maximal-length noun phrase consists of four 

„base noun phrases‟: 

(15) [[Οη κεηνρέο] [ηεο εηαηξείαο] [θαηαζθεπώλ] [ηνπ νκίινπ X]] 

 [[The shares] [of the construction] [company] [part of the group X]] 

The automatic recognition of maximal-length noun phrases has been achieved by 

implementing a part of the finite state automata created by Ioannidou (2013), as 

shown in the following chapter. 

 

3. Implementation results 

In this chapter we present the results obtained after the application of the created finite 

state automata. At first, we will show an extract of the concordances retrieved after 

the application of the parameterised finite state automaton (as described in chapter 

2.3). We will then compare them with the concordances obtained after the application 

of the enriched parameterised finite state automaton containing the set of electronic 

grammars of noun phrases (described in chapter 2.4). 

As mentioned above, parameterised graphs focus on the syntactic bonds between 

predicates and arguments. More precisely, in our case, they aim at recognising 

predicative nouns and their arguments, according to their distributional and 

transformational properties. In the following image, we can observe an extract of the 

concordances obtained after the application of the parameterised finite state automata 

corresponding to the constructed tables.  
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Figure 4. Extract of concordances after the application of the parameterised finite 

state automata 

 

For instance, in the second row of the concordances we can observe the following 

example: 

(16) Η Επηηξνπή Κεθαιαηαγνξάο πξνέβε ζε εθπνηήζεηο κεηνρώλ 

 The Capital Market Commission proceeded to divestiture of shares 

The full structure of the Npred was recognised, along with the subject (Επηηξνπή 

Κεθαιαηαγνξάο, Capital Market Commission), the support verb (πξνέβε ζε, 

proceeded), the predicative noun (εθπνίεζε, divestiture) and the object in genitive 

(κεηνρώλ, of shares). Nevertheless, certain complements of the main arguments were 

not recognised. 

 During corpus automated processing, the presence of complex arguments hinders 

syntactic analysis. Therefore, they are not recognised as an entire noun phrase; that is, 

as an entire argument.  

 By enriching the same parameterised automaton with electronic grammars 

describing noun phrases (cf. chapter 2.4), we obtain the following concordances: 

 

Figure 5. Extract of concordances after the application of the enriched parameterised 

finite state automata 
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 As it concerns the example in the second row (referred in example (16)), a more 

complex syntactic structure is now recognised. It includes further arguments such as 

the noun phrase „ηωλ πξνβιεκαηηθώλ εηαηξεηώλ‟ (companies in difficulties), 

complement of the noun „κεηνρώλ‟ (of shares).  

 

4. Conclusions  

In the framework of the current research, we have created 5 Lexicon-Grammar tables, 

5 parameterised finite state automata, enriched by a set of 122 finite state automata 

describing complex noun phrases (Ioannidou 2013). Those data were applied on a 

Modern Greek financial corpus consisting of almost 19,000,000 running words 

(Tziafa 2012), in order to study the structure of predicative nouns. The Modern Greek 

financial corpus was divided in four sub-corpora, according to their register, so as to 

study the frequency of use of predicative nouns in each sub-corpus. 

The frequency results showed that predicates as part of noun phrases prevail in 

press releases derived from the website of the Athens Stock Market, followed by 

academic texts, journalistic texts, and computer mediated communication. Frequency 

may not be „automatically pedagogically useful‟ (Kaltenböck & Mehlmauer-Larcher 

2005), as there is a set of decisions relating to teaching that must also be taken into 

account. However, it can at least help syllabus designers, materials writers and 

teachers alike to make better-informed and more carefully motivated decisions 

(Gavioli & Aston 2001). Therefore, the results of this work could be used for teaching 

Modern Greek as a second/foreign language in special interest groups, such as 

students interested in financial terminology. 

In order to assess the quality of the created linguistic resources, we intend to use 

two basic evaluation measures: precision and recall. That calculation has to be made 

manually, by tagging part of the corpus in terms of syntax. That process, will also 

contribute to the enrichment of the existing Lexicon-Grammar tables. 
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